by Daniel Martinez Muñoz

Daniel Martinez Muñoz lives in Sevilla La Nueva,
Spain. He has painted so many Black Heart busts
that we thought we should ask him to write an
article about finishing one of Black Heart’s bestselling kits, Nosferatu, sculpted by Jeff Yagher and
also one of Dani’s favorite characters.
Dani started building model kits at 6 years old
when his father gave him his first kit, a Tamiya
classic plastic car model. “After that, my
father gave me model kits for Christmas and on
my birthdays. In Spain, the culture of the model
kit always has been a lot of military miniatures,
cars or soldiers and some 54mm fantasy
miniatures. But, I always preferred large scale
models.”
“Until the internet arrived at my home,” he says,
“I didn’t know about American garage kits, but
internet hobby forums and modeling forums
showed me a lot of different possibilities and
that changed my hobby interests.” Eventually,
Dani began painting for others collectors and
saw requests for his commission work grow. He
continued commission painting and did repairs
and customizing of commercial figures, old
statues and models for dozens of clients.
In 2016, he opened a new studio where each day people come to
see him work and/or to bring models, figures, and statues for him to
finish. Daniel’s studio also offers painting courses on weekends in
which 8 or 10 people paint a kit from scratch and try to finish it in 16
hours. “My painting courses are fun and different. I teach different
techniques with the airbrush and with the paint brush. The students
learn various techniques to give original, realistic and unique
finishes.” His shop was also featured in a segment on Spanish TV.
“I have now been working as a model-maker for about 10 years. I
work as a painter of figures and kits and I paint for many people
inside and outside my country. When I was younger, I liked it very
much. But now it is my job. It's very gratifying to be able to do what I
like for a living, and knowing that my work is recognized more
every day and my business grows up each day, with new projects and
new horizons. My parents always gave me freedom to do creative
things and that let me express what I like and to do what fu lfills
me. They have always supported the idea that this is what I wanted
to do. This is what I do for a living. It’s my job and I LOVE IT!”
And Black Heart loves seeing you do what you do, Dani. Thanks for making Black Heart look so good. GeoS

I am delighted to have been asked by Black Heart
Models to write about painting their 1:1 scale bust
of Count Orlok from the 1922 silent film, Nosferatu.
Black Heart’s busts never leave anyone unsatisfied. I
have painted several Black Heart busts and they are
unique in the market and with surprising quality.
They know how to make us enjoy good resin kits.
I love painting 1:1 scale kits, either monsters or
characters from movies. On these kits, I can use
all types of finishes and techniques, and I enjoy the
advantage of painting life-sized eyes and skin in a
realistic way.
I was very excited about this bust because Count
Orlok is still for me the best version of a vampire.
Jeff Yagher’s sculpture for Black Heart has all the
details to make this Nosferatu my favorite
representation of this vampire.

Normally when I paint a piece, the first thing I do is
to research the character to decide what I want to
do and to get inspiration to help me create what I
want to show. I tend to view other artists’ works
whether they are garage kit artists or simply
artists that I find on the internet or in my
reference books.
For this bust, I've looked at the different cinematic
recreations of the character, from the 1922 silent
original Nosferatu to newer versions such as
Dracula Untold. I like to look at all those details
that make the difference or make a unique
makeup.
When I opened Black Heart’s Nosferatu box, I
found a nice 1:1 scale bust and a quality of resin
very superior to what I usually find in garage kits.
But this is the kind of quality that we expect from
Black Heart busts, packed with detail and textures
and very little clean-up work. I should mention
that I am one of the few lucky painters to get a
master resin casting which has the head separated
from the body and the long translucent finger nails
separated from the fingers. This master casting
also had the irises and pupils sculpted into the
eyes.

Editor’s Note: The production castings do not have the irises and pupils sculpted into the eyes; the head is attached to the
body; the fingernails are attached to the hand; except for the nails, the bust has already been primered gray.

Preparation: After washing the Nosferatu
casting with soap and water, and then
drying it well, I pass a fine sandpaper to
remove light mold lines the bust might
have.
One of the things I wanted to do with this
piece was to give a unique and personal
touch to my version to make it different than
all the other versions of this bust. I decided to
change the position the irises and pupils, to
have them looking in the direction that Count
Orlok’s head was turned.
I sanded the surface of the eyes and then
caulked them with epoxy putty to leave the
entire surface smooth. After sanding and
polishing the eye surfaces, I primered the
head, torso and hand. I did not primer the
fingernails because they are translucent and I
will finish them with translucent inks.
Painting process: For Count Orlok’s head, I mixed white and yellow in equal parts for the base skin
color that I airbrushed over the grey primer. Using the same mixture, I also paint Orlok’s hand. I
chose this base color because I planned a different skin tone for my bust. Working the details,
shadows and skin tones using inks, I want to bring out the details and textures of the sculpture. The
four inks that I use (ochre, green, reddish and blue) are the colors I use to paint the skin in a
realistic way. The inks can be mixed to make all the colors and shades I need and to be transparent
or opaque and everything in between.

My first color is ocher, diluted in equal parts with alcohol. I use it
to bring out the surface texture. This allows detailing of every
wrinkle, expression line and texture. I also use this color to detail
the hand starting with the palm of the hand and fingers. The inks
allow painting with more depth or less depth. To distinguish the
color and shading around the eyes and the mouth, add mix a
little reddish-brown.
I primered the body of the bust with matte black which I will use
as a base color. I will use shades of gray to bring out the textures
of the fabrics on his coat and to imitate old leather.

There is a lot of textured detail (skin, small bumps and wrinkles) on the
face and I use a light brown acrylic (Vallejo Premium) with very low
pressure. I used my airbrush to paint all those details, little by little,
highlighting them and then slowly adding more color to that mix (up
to 3 times) to increase the intensity of color, using blue and more
reddish-brown. The idea I have for my Nosferatu is an old skin, with a
dead and “off” tone which makes the details of the skin stand out and
give life to the bust.

With a very soft tone of brown
with acrylic Orange I do all the
detailed veins and texture that
will be under the skin giving the
appearance of translucency... this
detail work has to be done
carefully, slowly and at low
pressure using appropriately
thinned paint. I do the same to
the eyelids, the cheeks,
forehead and lips. Adding a
small amount of reddish- brown
to this same mix, I again do the
same process but focusing on
specific points of the skin, pores
and wrinkles.

As I start to detail and shade the eyes, I also give
depth and realism b y the direction Nosferatu is
looking. I very gently brush the details of the
eyelids’ wrinkles and I blend this shade with the
base details and textures that I had previously
painted.
Now I am ready to use blue and green
transparencies.
First I draw the shapes and direction of the veins.
To darken this tone I mix it with a bit of green and
stepped up the details of the veins, focusing in
deeper areas and more visible veins which give
detail, texture and color to make the skin
realistic.

Now with pure reddish-brown, reduced to 50%, I detail again the shapes and textures around the eyes,
eyebrows, eyelids and I define the main hair forms, eyebrows, and lips. I also use this mix for outlining the
details of the hands, the knuckles, the detail in palm of the hand, fingers and nails.

I use this same color to give deeper shading in the inside
the eyebrows, mouth, and to give the hands thicker-looking
veins. I repeated this process in multiple layers to the skin,
coming to achieve an effect real painting possibly with 5 or
6 different colors and levels of transparency.
Before I complete any single area, I like to work on the
whole piece to make sure the overall finish of my work will
be consistent. I start addressing Count Orlok’s clothes, the
colors with which I will detail the different textures to
realistically simulate the fabrics and clothing details.
I mix matte black and matte brown acrylic 80/20 to make
a base color that I will use for the sleeve and the jacket.
Once this base is dry, I use a toasty brown color to
highlight the folds of the coat fabric. I apply up to 3 layers of
light brown and a final layer, a mixture of
brown/green/orange (60%/10%/30%). When this layer is
dry, I gently dry-brush the coat with a powdery cream-colored
mix that gently fades into the general tone of the piece.
For the scarf, I do a red/purple/black mix (70%/10%/20%). I am careful not to make this too dark
because I use black matte to create shadows and tone down the color in the folds.
I use different techniques to make the hat look
like brown and beige leather that is aged and
worn out. I sponge on three different types of
acrylic paint. The trick is to mix the different colors
ON THE HAT before they have dried. The effect of
the sponge is very realistic. I mixed a burned
brown color for the base color and then apply
small amounts of brown ochre and reddishbrown with another sponge and pure ochre
over the colors that have not yet dried. The
texture of the sponged paint gives a very realistic
depth to the material of the hat. When this has
dried, I make a mixture of brown and grey and
matte black which I use to make the shadows
and the top of the hat.

It is time for me to paint the eyes. I like to use colored pencil to mark the
position of the irises. Black is the base color for I choose for Orlok’s irises
and I choose white for the whole of the eye.

After applying the black base, I use
equal parts of black and blue tones
because I love the lines and shapes
and details that we can see when we
look at our own irises. I brush layer
after layer of different tones of green,
white, gray, blue and purple all mixed
with a clear yellow. For this part of
the work, I use a detail brush and my
airbrush at a very low pressure to
apply layers of shades and shapes and
colors to create a realistic appearance
of depth in the irises.

Whether painting realistic human eyes or the eyes of a monster, I bring color from
within the pupil towards t h e outside, i.e., from inside to the outside, and fading from darker to lighter
and more clear.

To give the eyes that final touch of
realism, I covered them with a high
gloss varnish acrylic (like floor wax).

Count Orlok’s long fingernails are next. Black Heart cast his thumbnail and the two larger fingernails in
translucent resin to allow for a realistic finish. The two smaller nails are molded against the palm of his
hand and are not translucent. So, I did not use primer on the translucent nails and instead used colors
that would closely resemble the colors I used for the two smaller nails that are molded as part of the
hand. I used inks to make the final colors of the translucent nails gradually blend with the colors of the
non-translucent nails. I faded the colors on the translucent nails from ochre to Brown and then from
brown to reddish brown where the nails meet the skin; and I painted the final details of the creases and
contours of the fingers with a brush.

The last detail to finish is the locket that Count Orlok holds in his
hand. In the film, Orlok sees a locket with the photo of a woman
inside. Black Heart’s bust includes the locket and a copy of the
photo from the film. I reviewed my reference materials to
accurately complete the locket from the film with a photo and a
glass cover.
I painted the locket with silver enamel paint and, after that paint
dried, washed the locket with acrylic black and brown. Once the
painting is complete I inserted Mrs. Hutter’s photo in the locket
and then attached the locket to Count Orlok’s hand

Now all that is left is to take good photos with a neutral
background and then to place the bust in one of the cabinets in
my studio to show to the people!

Again, thanks to George Stephenson and Black Heart Models
for allowing me to paint this bust, to write this article, and to
share with you my work. I hope you enjoy it.
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